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Latin lay piety and vernacular lay piety in word 

and image: Venice, 1471-early 1500s 


'Latin lay piety and vernacular lay piety' offers some insight into the religio- 
sity and Christian devotion of lay people across Venetian society. Such piety 
is illustrated primarily by the diverse guises of devotion to the Virgin Mary 
in the literary and the visual images of the late fifteenth and early sixteenth 
centuries. Case studies include the record of devotion of humanists, of 
Marcantonio Sabellico and his younger colleague Domenico Palladio Sorano, 
the commitment and opportunism of printers, publishers and editors, 
alongside the study of the literary genre of miracle stories which found such 
popularity with Venetian and north Italian publishers and their audiences.' 
'Lay' refers to this audience, the recipients of this printed and visual culture, 
not always to the creators of devotional works, who were often in religious 
orders. In their devotion to  the Blessed Virgin Mary, both lay and religious 
people sought to extend the possibilities of divine protection from war and 
invasion, from the plague, from economic and social exploitation, where ter- 
restrial protection so often failed. Devotion to Mary provided an accessible 
means of intercession, especially for lay people to reach divine power through 
the Theotokos, Deipara o r  Godbearing Virgin. It provided, through what 
had become Marian tradition, a means to curb sin and immoral behaviour. 
This was the emphasis of devotional literature such as Miracoli della Vergine 
Maria and Fior di uirtli which were the vernacular equivalent of Latin 'ex- 
empla' collections, guides to basic morality through classical, biblical and 
folklore examples.' 

Marcantonio &a Coccia, assumed name Sabellicus, 14%-1506; f i ~ r  career and publicationr K. 
Chavasse, 'The first known author's copyright, Septernber 1486, in the context o f a  humanist career', 
RJPhn R)'l, 6II (1986), 11-37, >l.Martini, Domitzu.~ Palladzus Soranus, poeta (Frosinone, 1969). 

Mzrucoli della Vergme Marza, 32 editions by 1500, hlcunahle Short Et le  Catalogue (London, 1993), 
5010-12; R. Cha\.asse, 'The Virgin Mary as social worker', in Culture, Society and Women in  Renaissance 
Italy, ed. Letiria Panizra (Manchester, 1996). Fior dz virtu headed the list of Anne J. Schutte's 'Ver- 
nacular religious "best-sellers" printed in Italy, 1465-1494' with 42 editions, paper presented 1979 
for Unkersity of Warwick in Venice; for this article: Fior di vzrtu (Venice: G. B. Sessa, 1499), British 
Lihrary (BL), IA 24561, X', roman, illustrated, uith colophon: 

De le virtu io son chiarnato i l  fiore 
Le feste almeno legerni per amore 

Fui rinnovato nel m ~ l l e  quatrocento 
Che de \irtu per tutto lama spande 

Vinetia hella gratiosa e degna. 

P. Grendler, 'Form and function in Italian Kenaissance popular hooks', Renaiss Q 46 (1953), 451-85, 
'Fior tii virtu', 454-61. L. Gerulaitis, Przntirlg and Puhli.thing in Fifteenth Century Venice (Chicago, 1976), 
119-125 'Content analysis - religious books in Italian and Latin'. M. A. Sabellicus, Exrmpla (Venice: 
Geogius de Rusconihus, 1507). 4O, roman, see D. Rhodes, Studie.7 in Early Italian Printing (London, 

@ The Soczetj for Renaissance Studies, Oxford University Press 
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Whereas other studies have concentrated on civic piety and the relevance 
of various devotions, especially those of St Mark and of the Virgin Mary, 
for the city of Venice, this essay looks at something more personal: where 
and how they were leading the devout and the less devout, in Venetian 
society, those concerned as much with the salvation of their souls as with 
the prosperity of the Republic - although these interests could coincide! Did 
this spirituality conform with the teaching of the Church in Rome or the 
Church in Venice, or  was it a deviation, almost an alternative religion based 
strongly on sources additional to the Bible and to the traditions of the Church 
as expressed in its councils? How characteristically Venetian was this lay 
piety? Was there less of a divide in the culture of even such a structured 
society as the Venetian, between those who sought solace in Latin devotions 
and those who found spiritual comfort in vernacular texts? It is possible that 
many individuals read, or had read to them, books in Latin and in Italian 
or Venetian towards the end of the fifteenth century when the use of the 
vernacular was on the increase. Those concerned in editing, printing, 
publishing and bookselling such as Cornazzano, Squarzafico, Moreto and 
Sabellico were promoting classical, humanist and religious 1iteratu1-e.3 
Printers were not divided exclusively into those who published editions of 
the classics and the works of humanists, and those who fuelled popular piety 
in editions of Miracoli and vernacular devotional and moral works. Figures 
1 and 2 show how Giovanni Rosso's classical frontispiece format was adapted 
for both genres. 

Piety and devotion were exhibited in contrasting guises; why were they 
so attired? Civic support for, or  often appropriation of, the Church and its 
devotions has been the guise of piety most explored in Venice, together with 
piety's social guise in confraternities or scuole. Edward Muir, David Rosand 
and Rona Goffen have illustrated the associations, both political and spiritual, 
of the Madonna in V e n i ~ e . ~  Edward Muir saw in the festival of the Twelve 
Wooden Marys associated with the church of S. Maria Formosa 'the interplay 
between popular and elite institutions in Venetian ~ociety ' .~ Sabellico's 
reference to the occasion as 'ludi annui Divae Virgine' conjures up a public 
spectacle; he was, no  doubt, familiar with Cicero's phrase, 'ludi Ol~mpiae ' .~  

1982), IX 'On the use of the verb "facere" in early colophons', 49-51. Sabellico's collection of Ex- 
empla opens with, 'De Christo Dei filio: Virginis puerperium . . .', and goes on to offer the customary 
mix of Christian and classical examples. 

S Antonio Cornazzano (1429-84), the poet from Piacenza, became the editor for Jenson, M. 
Lowry, Nicholas Jenson (Oxford, 1991), 52-4. Sabellico shared publishing interests and corresponded 
with both Gerolamo Squarzafico, an editor for Windelin of Speyer, and Antonio Moreto, the ubi- 
quitous scout and bookseller. 

E. Muir, Ciuzc Ritual in Renaissance Venice (Princeton, X,]., 1981), ch. 4, 135-56; D. Rosand, 
' "Veneta figurata": the iconography of a myth', in Interpretazione Veneziaw, ed. D. Rosand (Venice, 
1984), 177-96, 180 for Venice and the Virgin Mary; R. Goffen, Piety and Patronage in Renaissance Venzce 
(New Haven, Conn., 1986), V 'The cult of the Madonna in Venice', 138-54. 

Muir, 135. 
"abellicus, Historiae rerum Venetarum ab urbe condita, edition in Istorici delle cose Veneziane, ed. A. 

Zeno (Venice, 1718), 21. 
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Rona Goffen saw the abolition in 1379 of this celebration of the feast of the 
Purification, coinciding with the enhancement of the cult of St Mark. Yet 
the cult of Mary retained and increased its strength, as Goffen herself has 
shown, particularly in connection with the Franciscans of the Frari and their 
devotion to the Immaculate Conception.' 

The cult of Mary in its most civic sense had to focus on the Annunciation, 
since myth and tradition had it that the city was founded on the feast of 
the Annunciation, 25 March 421, establishing an analogy between Christ's 
incarnation and the birth of the city. Sanudo commended Sabellico's treat- 
ment of the subject when, in his History of Venice, he explained that the con- 
ception of Christ through Gabriel's Annunciation to Mary coincided exactly 
with the anniversary of God's creation of Adam; Christ became the new 
Adam, compensating for his sin, Mary the new Eve, redeeming her through 
her own immaculate conception. Sabellico qualified his discussion of the 
incarnation by emphasizing that it was a 'mystery' beyond human comprehen- 
sion.' Venetian editions of Miracoli della Vergane Maria of 1491 and 1502 
were prefaced with a woodcut illustration of the Annunciation (figs. 3 and 
4).' Sorano believed that a depiction of the Annunciation should inspire 
reverence; he addressed a couplet (published in 1498), composed, perhaps, 
for the unveiling of a new painting, to the Venetian 'Spectator, salute the 
Queen of Heaven and Earth, and repeat with God's messenger, Hail 
[Mary]'.'o Sorano's couplet illustrates aptly one focus of John Shearman's 
Only Connect: images were not primarily for adornment but for devotion and 
veneration." 

There was, by the second half of the fifteenth century, much visible 
evidence of Venice's collective devotion to Mary: by one contemporary 
estimate there were twenty-one churches with 300 altars, which expressed 
both communal and personal devotion, and two scuole grandi dedicated to 
Mary.12 Sabellico in his Latin guide to the city, De situ urbis, published in 
1490 or 1491, provided a detailed and enthusiastic description of the church 
of Santa Maria dei Miracoli, built between 1481 and 1489 to house and 
honour the miraculous image of the Madonna painted earlier in the cen- 
tury by Nicolo di Pietro. He described the beauty of the marble and inlaid 
stone and felt that this new church - undoubtedly he admired its novelty 
as much as its pious purpose - ranked next to 'the golden temple', the basilica 

Goffen, 141, ch. v12. 
Sabellicus, Rerum Venetarum, 14. 
Miracoli della Vergine Maria (Venice: Bernardino Benali, Matteo da ParmalCodeca, 1491), BL IA 

22345; Miracoli (Venice: G. de Rusconibus, 1502). 
' O  Palladius D. Soranus, Epigrammata (Venice: Bernardo Vitali for G. B. Sessa, 1498), BL IA 24557, 

Biblioteca Marciana Inc. 1013.91 and 2 other copies. Martini, 218. 
J. Shearman, Only Connect (Princeton, NJ., 1992), ch. I 'A more engaged spectator'. 

'' Goffen, 138-9 and n. 3, 239 for Bernardo Giustiniani's figures of 1457; Marin Sanudo, De 
org'ne, situ et magistratibus urbis Venetae ovvero la citta di Venetia (1493-1530), ed. Angela Caracciolo 
Aricb (Milan, 1980), 45, gives seventeen churches dedicated to Mary. 
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of St. Mark, in splendour.'"he Miracoli was dedicated, in 1489, to the Im- 
maculate Conception, as were the Scuola Grande of S. Maria della Misericodia 
in 1493, and the Scuola Grande of S. Maria della Cariti in 1496, a confrater- 
nity favoured particularly by intellectuals. Sabellico, who showed deep devo- 
tion to the Virgin Mary, was a member of this scuola; his death and funeral 
were recorded in their register.I4 The church of the order of the Crociferi 
was dedicated to the Assumption of the Virgin, and Sorano composed ora- 
tions to be delivered for the celebration of the feast of the Assumption there. 
Sabellico was asked by Sorano if he would deliver Sorano's Panegyric in 
praise of the Virgin 'Deipara' one 15 August, probably because Sorano was 
indisposed in the country during an exceptionally hot August. Sabellico 
replied that he would gladly come 'even though the Crociferi is as far from 
here as it possibly could be'. The church of the Crociferi was at the present- 
day Gesuiti, so on the northernmost part of the city, while Sabellico lived 
in the parish of Sant'Angelo, not so far away; but around 1500 he was 
getting on in years. He received Sorano's request only the day before the 
feast of the Assumption, but he was 'attracted by the enticing script', 
'encouraging Palladio Sorano for the future in sacred writing, in imitation 
of the ancient poets, whose concerns were more with heavenly than 
earthly things..  .', and closing his reply with 'Cultivate piety, my dearest 
Palladius . . .'l5 Funeral orations for distinguished Venetians and non- 
Venetian dignitaries were delivered by humanists, including Sabellico; ser- 
mons or orations on other ecclesiastical occasions have been little noticed 
in Venice, although several of Sabellico's were published." 

Marian devotion, even more than Christocentric devotion, was promoted 
by the regular feast-days of the Christian year: 2 February, the Purification, 
25 March, the Annunciation; May was a month devoted to Mary, 2 July 
the Visitation, 15 August the Assumption, 8 September the Nativity of the 
Virgin, and (from 1476) 8 December, the Immaculate Conception. The 
New Testament gives little guidance on Mary's life, but by the end of the 

l' Sabellicus, De Vmetae urbzs situ Opera (Basle, 1560), Tom I\., col. 262, Oprra (Venice, 1502), 87; 
Sanudo, De origine, 26. 

l4 Archivio di  Stato, Venezia (ASV), Scuola Grande dz S. Maria della Carita: Successione ereditarie 
Guardiani e conjratelli 1450-1545, from back fol. 51', col. 2, 20 April 1506 records Sabellico's death 
and burial; I am grateful to Martin Lowry for pointing me to this reference; its entries suggest that 
intellectuals favoured membership at this time. Sanudo recorded Sabellico's death on 18 April, and 
the funeral at San Stefano on  20 April, M. Sanuto, I diariz, ed. R. Fulin (Venice, 1879-1902), VI, col. 
329. He was buried at the monastic church of Santa Maria delle Grazie, R. Chavasse, 'Humanism 
commemorated: the Venetian memorials to Benedetto Brugnolo and Marcantonio Sabellico', in fireme 
and Italy: Renaissance Studies in Honour ofNzcolai Rubznstein, ed. P .  Denley and C. Elam (London, 1988), 
455-61. 

" Martin, 160-1 for Sorano's composition of orations for his students at the Crociferi, novices 
and sons of the nobility, to deliver on the feast of the Assumption. Sabellicus, 0pera:Epistolae famzlzares 
(Venice: A. de Lisona, 1502), fol. 51. 

'"ahellicus (1502), Orationes 5 and 6 funeral orations, 10-12 religiouslecclesiastical with civic 
overtones; R. Weissman, 'Sacred eloquence: humanist preaching and lay piety in Renaissance Florence', 
in Christianzty and the Renaissance, ed. T .  Verdon and J. Henderson (Syracuse, N.Y., 1990), 250-71 on 
humanist sermons for Florentine confraternities. 
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fifteenth century apocryphal sources had become the given account; 
literature, the arts and to an  extent the teaching of the Church affirmed 
Mary's role in salvation. Sixtus IV recognized the doctrine of the Immaculate 
Conception in 1476 by appointing an office and feast-day." Recognition of 
Mary's Immaculate Conception was to consider her CO-redemptress. It tended 
to be a highly intellectual doctrine, as depicted by some central Italian artists 
in the wake of Sixtus IV's action, and as Signorelli's difficult altarpiece of 
the subject suggests;'%r, as will be shown, it could be more simply under- 
stood by returning in thought to Mary's conception at the meeting of her 
parents, Anna and Joachim, at the Golden Gate. The escalation of devotion 
to St Anna in the late fifteenth century expressed in Latin, in the vernacular 
and in art was strong affirmation of this teaching in a form that could be 
comprehended by lay people who had not studied the arguments of the 
Church Fathers, or the opposing views of Franciscans and Dominicans. Other 
expressions of Mary Immaculate were her Dormition, rather than Death, and 
her bodily Assumption into heaven and consequent Coronation as Queen of 
heaven. These were aspects of Marian imagery particularly favoured in late 
fifteenthcentury Venice, especially depictions of her deathldormition, and 
the last rites carried out by the Apostles, based closely on the description 
in the Golden Legend." Mary was conceived without original sin, 'without 
spot' as described by Sabellico in his first elegy to the Virgin; only as such 
was she fit to bear Christ. Mary, without original sin, did not suffer bodily 
death. Mantegna's rendering of the subject about 1460 shows her spirit 
ascending to heaven in Christ's care, whereas it was legitimate to  depict her 
bodily ascension, since she was assumed body and soul.20 

The piety of Venetian society in the closing decades of the fifteenth cen. 
tury was not channelled exclusively into cults of Mary. The importance of 
the cult of St Mark continued; that of Venice's own bishop and patriarch, 
Lorenzo Giustiniani, who had died in 1456, was much promoted." The 
1470s was a decade packed with promotion of devotion: 1475 was a year 
of Jubilee which the earliest edition of Miracoli della Vergine Maria cele- 
brated.% Sixtus IV's Franciscan background, and Franciscan influence in 
Venice, were important for lay spirituality. Lay devotion was stimulated by 
natural and man-made disasters, by recurring epidemics of plague, and 
the proximity of the Turks in Friuli in the late 1470s. Impetus was given 
to the cult of San Rocco, especially at the time of the 1478 epidemic of 

l '  1854 Pius IX's Bull 'Ineffabilis Deus' confirmed the  Immaculate Conception as dogma. 
lr Goffen, 58 and fig. 28; Luca o r  possibly Francesco Signorelli, Immaculate Conception, Cortona, 

Museo Diocesano; a similar altarpiece, School of Signorelli, Immaculate Conception, S. Maria delle Grazie 
a1 Calcinaio, Cortona. 

l9 Jacobus de  Voragine, The Golden Legend, trans. G. Ryan and  H. Ripperger (Sew York a n d  
London, 19891, 451-4. 
" Andrea Mantegna, Death of the Virgin, Museo del Prado, Madrid, with upper  portion, Christ with 

the Virgin's Soul, Pinacoteca Nazionale, Ferrara. 
" Patricia Labalme, 'No man but an  angel. Early efforts to canonize Lorenzo Giustiniani 

(1381-1456)', in Studi tn onore di Aldo Stella (Vicenza, 19931, 15-43. 
22 Miracoli della Vergine Marta (Vicenza: L. Achates, 14751, BL IA 31707, colophon (fig. 15). 
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plague. The Scuola of San Rocco was recognized that year and the saint's 
body was brought to the city in 1485; Sabellico covered the event, in De situ 
urbis, albeit not as extensively as the building of Santa Maria dei Miracoli 
which enshrined the miraculous image of Mary which had saved plague 
victimsz3 Francesco Diedo, who died in the office of podesta of Verona in 
1484, wrote a Latin life of San Rocco in response to the ravages of the 1478 
outbreak. Venice's printing houses suffered badly in that epidemic; never- 
theless there were five editions and two Italian translations of Diedo's Vita 
before 1500. The British Library copy of the 1494 edition was printed by 
an unknown printer in gothic type, whereas most such religious imprints, 
perhaps surprisingly, were in roman.24 Diedo mixed in the intellectual 
circle or  academy of the humanist Giovanni Panteo in Verona which 
Sabellico joined when he retreated there in 1484 to write his History of Venice. 
That much read Augustinian Hermit, Jacopo Filippo Foresti, seems to have 
been responsible for attributing a life of San Rocco to Sabellico which has 
never been traced.25 It is possible that Sabellico simply added a note to his 
colleague's account, to describe the translation of the saint's body to Venice 
which took place the year after Diedo's death. Sabellico's lost work might 
well have been written while he was in Udine, or rather in the Friulan country- 
side to escape the 1478 plague, about the time he composed Carmina in 
tredecim in laudem deiparae v i r p i ~ . ~ ~  

Anti-Semitism might be called negative piety; Martin Lowry has shown that 
it was a guiding influence for Jenson's early religious publications, in 1471 
and 1472, and even behind the Decorpuellurum, a manual of Christian conduct 
addressed to girls before marriage." In 1471 Jenson published Antonio 
Cornazzano's Life of Christ and the Virgin in Italian verse which was accom- 
panied by an appeal to unite against the Turks. Cornazzano became an editor 
for Jenson. In the overproduction crisis of 1473, religious literature in 
the vernacular for lay people seemed too speculative; Latin was safer with 
ecclesiastical authority, and after 1475-6, Jenson published no more religious 
works in the vernacular. It was in character with what Martin Lowry has 
shown to be the close links between Jenson, the Carthusians, Franciscans, 
Camaldolese, patrician patronage and local humanist editorship, that 1475 
saw his publication of Giovanni Matheo Tyberino's In beatum Sym~nem.~' 
Tyberino was both physician and humanist; his vehement stance on the guilt 
of the Jews has been discussed by R. PO-Chia Hsia in Trent 1475: Stories 

Sabellicus (l560), col. 267. 
BL IA 427; Grendler (1993), 470, 'Gothic letter signaled Latin'. 
J. F. Foresti. Supplementurn chronicarum (Venice: Albertinus d e  Lisona, 1503). lib. x v ~ ,  fol. 436', 

'De sancti Rochi vita li. 1'. 
'"ne of three MSS of Diedo's Vita is in Udine, Bibl. Comun. Fondr) Cod. 1335 (176), which may 

provide some clue to Sabellico's lost work; Sabellicus, Opera: Can ina  (Padua, 1483); R. Chavasse (1986), 
19, 23. 

Lowry (1991). 59-60; Lowry, 'Humanism and anti-Semitism in Renaissance Venice: the strange 
story of "Decor puellarum" ', Bibliofilia, 87 (1986), 39-54. 

Lowry (1991), 121. 
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ofRituul Murder.'"yberino's Latin poems on the Simon theme closed with 
a poem in praise of the 'Virgin of the Assumption'; he saw Simon's mother 
as 'Mater dolorosa', and his own hymn to the Virgin was entirely appropriate 
in this context. Early in his quarto volume he appealed to the Franciscall 
pope Sixtus IV; the Franciscans were kilowil for their anti-Semitism, largely 
orchestrated by Bernadino da Feltre, and for their efforts to establish Monte 
dei Piet$ to counter Jewish money.lending. Tyberino's publication was seen 
as a weapon against heresy, concluding with the well-known phrase 'Post 
tenebras spero l~cem' .~O Hsia has drawn attention to the same vernacular 
and Latin conjunction as I have found in devotion to the Blessed Virgin Mary: 
he noted 'If preachers conjured up  Christ, Saints and Martyrs when fueling 
popular violence against Jews, the poets invoked the Muses, Apollo and Virgil 
in praise of him.' Raffaele Zovenzoni, a humanist from Trieste, composed 
promotional verse for the campaign. Giovanni Calphurnio, a fellow humanist, 
whom Sabellico noted for his religious verse, wrote of 'Blessed Boy Simon, 
slaughtered by the Jews'. The Simon of Trent literature pointed up the 
miraculous as well as analogies with Christ and Mary, the combination most 
loved by lay religiosity, and as Hsia put it, 'In prose or  in verse the Christian 
had recourse to that language of moral suasion humanist Latin.'31 Besides 
the humanist author had the advantage of intellectual and technical know- 
how which not all promoters of vernacular publications might possess. The 
wide interests of Venetian publishers and the rapidity with which they 
switched from classical to vernacular has to be realized in order to under. 
stand that diversity became less and less of an obstacle for publishers. 

In misjudging the generality of fear, of recourse to religious comfort and 
of hope in nothing short of the miraculous, the proximity of genres and 
language at this time has been underestimated. Hsia concluded that 'far from 
reflecting a mood of optimism, often attributed to the revival of classical 
learning, the new technology of printing expressed the deeply felt anxiety 
of Christian Europe threatened by heretics and Jews from within, and by 
the Turks without'."' In the context of these wider public demands on 
fifteenthxentury religion it is easier to move on to more personal and 
spiritual devotion expressed in classical and everyday guises. Both the Latin 
and the vernacular guises were forms of fantasy: the one dressed its Christian 
subject in classical idiom in order to honour and venerate its miraculous 
nature; the other, realistic but fictional, approach of vernacular literature, 
as in the Miracoli della Vergine Maria, put the miraculous in an everyday 
context. Were both the classical and the realistic guises, in their effort to 

29 R. PoChia Hsia, Trent 1475 (New Haven, Conn., 1992). 
"' Tyberinus, De obitu Beati Simonis (Tarvisio: Gerardo de Lisa, 1482?), Marciana Misc. 388.6; In 

beatum Symonem (Trent: Praesbyter Leonardus Longus, 1482), BL IA. 51 136, 'Ad laudem assumptionis 
Beate Marie semper Virginis', fol. A2 'Adsis Sixte praecor'; the colophon is followed by 'POST 
TEKEBRAS . . .'. Bernardino da Feltre was depicted for an altarpiece in Narni holding an emblematic 
mountain decked with coins, at present in Palazzo del Podesti, Karni. 

" Hsia, 52-5, n. 7, 153 'Carmen ~ o a n n i s  Calphurni ad Joannem Hinderbachium'. 
" Hsia, 56. 
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exemplify through the vocabulary and idiom of other genres, in danger of 
contravening theological and doctrinal correctness? 

THE HUXIASISTS AND THE LATIN GUISE 

It is preferable here to set aside the terms Christian humanism and Christian 
humanist in looking at the various facets of humanist religiosity, because 
they carry particular connotations. Marian themes in the visual arts were 
already in classical garb; in literature Mary's many attributes lent themselves 
to classicizing more readily than Christocentric themes. Mary's titles were 
legion; to load her additionally with classical titles and epithets was to honour 
her, not to blaspheme. Sabellico's first elegy to the Virgin on her birthday 
opened u ith the well-known 'Hail you, Festival day' derived from Venantius 
Fortunatus and medieval liturgy; he went on to develop a pastoral mode 
reflecting the golden age of Virgil's Fourth Eclogue: 

Fair was the day, as that first, which shone on the newly-created 
World - but this day surely was fairer by far! 

There on  the sunny hills hung grapes in succulent bunches, 
Apples were strewn abroad, everywhere under the t rees . .  ."" 

Sabellico's language and verse were intentionally sophisticated; was it only 
a virtuoso exercise? His continuing and not out-of-the-ordinary Marian 
devotion can allow us to value more than our nineteenth-century pre- 
decessors did the spirituality of fifteenth-century intellectuals, those of 
this slightly older generation than Lorenzo dei Medici, Michelangelo and 
Vittoria Colonna, that was singled out by Burckhardt in his chapter 'Morality 
and Religion' in The Ciuilization of the Renaissance in Ztalj.'"urckhardt found 
it impossible to reconcile the seeming opposites which he saw in Italian 
Renaissance Catholicism. Much recent research in pre-Reformation religion 
has meant that we can come to terms with what have appeared in the past 
to be major inconsistences in the religious and intellectual life of Renaissance 
Europe. 

Sacred poetry was held in high regard in Renaissance Venice. There was 
a remarkable export from Venice to the Netherlands of the Devotio Moderna; 
some Venetian publications were actually commissioned for the northern 

" Sabellicus (1483). 'First elegy to  the  Virgin on  her  birthda)', lines 34-8. I would like to thank 
Rachel hloriarty for her classical expertise, and for translating Sorano's orations and Sahellico's poems, 
rendering the  latter in verse. Such pastoral verse was a literas) counterpart to Carlo Crivelli's fruits 
in depictions of the  Virgin; C:rivelli's National Galler\ (NG) 906 The Immnculatr Conception could be 
the earliest representation of this subject. l G  The Earlier Italian Schools, ed. hi. Davies (London, 1986). 
166: P. Humfrey, The Altnrpiece i?t Kmnzssnnce I'enlce ( l e w  Haven, C:onn. 1993). 937 n .  17. The Perugian 
humanist Francesco Sfaturazio opened his 'In Nativ~tatem beatissimae semper virginis Mariae', 'Salve 
festa dies, salve sanctissirna 1 Sal\e': Sabellico's thirteen Elegies to the Virgin were known in Perugia 
and were copied. possiblr from a fragment of the Padua 1483 publication. in 1492 in the monastery 
of San Pietro; both XIS and printed fragment a r e  now in the Biblioteca 'Augusta' del Comune di 
Perugia. SIS Fondo Vecchio I X . ,  Inc 33: Sabellicus, Opera (Padua. 1482-3). 'Elegies to the Virgin' only. 

'" J. Burckhardt, The Ciuzlnatzon of lhe Rena7ssance zn Italj (1.ondon. 1951 j. 300. 
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market. Fortunately Jacobus de  Breda's 1498 Deventer edition of Sabellico's 
poems was prefaced by an  explanation and dedication for the benefit of the 
students of Alexander Hegius' school; the school was closely associated with 
the publishers de Breda and Richard Paffraet." Typographically it is in- 
teresting for the way it was printed as a school text with commentary. The 
gloss, not particularly erudite, throws light on the level of educational 
attainment at which these Latin texts were aimed (fig. 5 ) .  More remarkable 
for our understanding of late fifteenth-century piety and its influence into 
the early sixteenth century is the knowledge that Erasmus lifted chunks of 
Sabellico's verse for his own religious poems in these early years, as a 
humanist poet might have appropriated lines of classical verse." The young 
Erasmus showed flare enough to take over some of Sabellico's rather good 
lines: 

Haec est illa tui sacri lux conscia partus 
Anna parens tantae virginis anna parens 

which implied the new years, new life, brought to humankind through Anna's 
and Mary's roles in the incarnation, for which Mary's own immaculate con- 
ception was essential.'" Debate over Mary's immaculate conception directed 
attention to  Joachim and Anna, but especially to  the mother figure St Anna. 
Erasmus' 'In praise of St Anna' was indebted to both Sabellico's St Anna and 
to Rudolf Agricola's Mater Anna." The literary and visual evidence came 
together in increasing numbers of depictions of Anna and Joachim meeting 
at the Golden Gate; the scene was given unusual prominence in Bartolomeo 
Vivarini's altarpiece of 1473 in Santa Maria Formosa, when the campaign 
for recognition of the Immaculate Conception was approaching success (figs. 
6 and 7). The scene was more commonly found in predellas or  side panels 
depicting the life of the Virgin.J%artolomeo and Alvise Vivarini's commis- 
sions reflected the commitment to  Marian devotion and a growing excite- 
ment over the implications of the doctrine of the Immaculate Conception." 

Erasmus' proximity to  the style and thought of the Venetian humanist 
was reinforced by his use of ~abellico's message of peace, a plea which was 

'' Sabellicus, Carmzna (Deventer: d e  Rreda, 1490, 1498), BL IA.47614, 1A.47911; commentary by 
Herman Torrentinus. 

"' D. Erasmus, Collected Works, Vols. 85-86, Poems (Toronto, 1993), Poems 1, 42, 110. 
'' Rachel Moriarty's observation on Sabellico's lines, 'Elegy 1', fol. a?'; Erasmus, Poem 42, line 16. 

Sabellicus, 'Elegy 1'; for Agricola and Erasmus see Lisa Jardine, Erasmus Man of Letters 
(Princeton, N.J., 1993), 87, 240 n. 56; R. Agricola, Historia matrie Anne, 4' Gothic (Leipzig:J. Thanner, 
1507), Poem 2 'Anna parens mundo sacrie'. 
'' KG 4250 DalmatianNenetian School, Altarpiece of the Virgin Mary, end fourteenth century, left 

outer bottom scene 'The Meeting at the Golden Gate', The Earlier Italian Schools, 550: 'This altar piece 
may be intended as a representation of the Immaculate Conception.' 

"' B. Vivarini, Triptych: Madonna della Mzsericordia, Meeting of Joachim and Anna at the Golden Gate 
(detail fig. 6) and Bzrth of the Virgin in chapel of the Purification, originally for the high altar of the 
old church, Humfrey, Appendix no. l 5  344; Alvise Vivarini, Treviso altarpiece, 1480, Virgin and Child 
with Franczscan Saints and Joachzm and Anna; Assumption of the Vzrgin, c. 1480, Noale (Padua), Humfrey, 
Appendix nos. 28,29 347, plates 194. 214 - note the drama of the Apostles' gestures compared with 
his less dramatic 1478 Assumption, Milan, Rrera, and the drama of figs. 8 and 9. I appreciated Monsignor 
Giuseppe Rizzo's courtesy and interest in showing me the altarpiece of the Assumption in the Chiesa 
Arcipretale dei SS. Felice e Fortunato, Noale. 
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expressed by both learned and popular writers in the troubled last decades 
of the century: 

Per te tuta quies, per tea sunt ocia terris 
Pressa iacent merito bella nefanda tuo4' 

The Netherlandish scholar Reedijk judged the quality of Sabellico's verse 
above that of Baptista Mantuanus and Matheo Vegius who have had greater 
recognition for their poetry.42 All were used to teach classical Latin 
vocabulary, grammar and metre in the context of accepted Christian tradi- 
tion rather than in a pagan context. The printing centres in northern Europe 
which favoured publication of Italian humanist works for teaching purposes, 
Deventer, Paris, Erfurt and Leipzig, all laid foundations for explosive 
religious developments not many years later. Humanists, by classicizing their 
Christian devotion, have created problems of interpretation: how definitive, 
for example, were their descriptions of Mary, not only as alma, or parens, 
but as genetrix and most questionably as creatrix, which implied near equality 
with her Son? Stylistically the Latin author had to employ variety, and 
therefore literary devices can be confused with doctrinal implications. We 
are left with doubts and questions which may not have troubled fifteenth- 
century lay authors and readers in the way they may trouble us. The language 
was often dramatic, as in Sorano's description of the Assumption: 

at the moment before you [the Virgin Maryl met death, clarion calls of 
trumpets were heard, the air seemed to change to the likeness of a shin- 
ing white cloud, and at once all the Apostles stood in wonder before your 
door, beneath the cloud-like shape. Then John went out to greet each one 
of them, and supported them wonderfully as they wept. . . They dried their 
eyes and went i n . .  . and when they saw her, bowing their knees most 
reverently, they greeted her, not as if she was the Mother of the Creator, 
but the Creator himself. 

after her death, was this not something divine, even, indeed more than 
divine? At the very moment when the most glorious soul of the Virgin 
was most gloriously raised to the heavens, a radiance gathered in the sky, 
so bright that nobody's eyes could endure it.43 

He closed the second oration on the 1502 feast-day: 

On the third day, then, the body was taken up into heaven in the com- 
pany of all the Angels, amid the joy of all the Saints, the applause (so to 
say) of all the stars [?l, and into the presence of her Son himself. 

" Sabellicus (Deventer, 1490), 'Elegy XI11 Ad divam grazie virgine', CS', Erasmus, Poem 50, line 96. 
'' C. Reedijk, The Poems o fD .  Erasmus (Leiden, 1956), 5. 
" Soranus, First Oration, composed 1499 for feast of the Assumption to be delivered by one of 

his teenage students at the Crociferi, on  this occasion Lorenzo Priuli (the future doge), but in the 
event delivered by a young cleric, nephew of the General of the Order of the Crociferi, Domizio 
Palladio, Oratio de assumptione Virginis (Venice, 1500), Marciana Inc. 871, Latin text Martini 260-5; 
Sorano also referred to the Virgin as 'semper adiutrix' (of 'perpetual succour') as in the 'Madonna 
del Soccorso', Chavasse, 1996. 
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What is your faith, my noble Christians? the earth shook with joy; the very 
waters were stirred to merriment, the air grew clearer, the sky seemed 
a fairer sight. The whole firmament of heaven shone brighter than 
before.44 

The humanist genres, both poetic and prose, conveyed the ethereal quality 
of Mary's assumption, coronation and the powers which came to her from 
her heavenly status. There is no problem in reconciling the literary genre 
and the drama which it conveys with the increasing drama depicted as visual 
concepts of the teaching of the Immaculate Conception evolved: the Dormi- 
tion, the bodily Assumption and Coronation were the consequences of Mary's 
immaculate conception. The small panel of The Death and Assumption of the 
Virgzn in the National Gallery, by Gerolamo da Vicenza, and the bronze of 
the Assumption and Coronation from the Barbarigo monument for the church 
of Santa Maria della Carit2 convey drama similar to Sorano's but in different 
media (figs. 8 and Figure 10 shows a woodcut with a similar artistic 
scheme but without depicting the Apostles' dramatic gestures. Images of these 
subjects increased in number in the late fifteenth century and the early six- 
teenth century; depiction of ethereal drama reached a climax in Titian's 
Assumption for the high altar of Sant Maria Gloriosa dei Frari completed in 
1518. Angelic choirs and angelic musicians under the banner of Christ had 
helped to create the extraordinary and the miraculous in the Gerolamo and 
Barbarigo interpretations. 

Margaret King observed that 'Venetian humanism made a marriage with 
Christianity. . There was a strong tradition of piety within the Venetian 
patriciate, among whom the Giustiniani, Diedo and Priuli, Sorano's patrons, 
encouraged the employment of scholars from outside Venice, from the 
Veneto and from further afield, especially from Rome, like Sabellico and 
Sorano himself. Some of these scholars were already associated with the new 
printing enterprises as editors and as scouts; others were keen to be associ- 
ated, to publish their own works or  editions, but perhaps without the know- 
how to do  so, Sabellico got his friend Sorano's poetry published by one 
of his own printers Bernardo Vitali, through the editor G. B. Se~sa .~ '  Much 
humanist poetry remained unpublished - scholars and would-be scholars 
produced so much in the process of perfecting their literary skills.48 

" Palladius, Oratio (Venice: B. de Vitali, 1502), BL 845.e.30, Martini, 268-72. 
'' NG 3077, G. da Vicenza, Death and Assumption of the Virg-in, 1488, 335 X 225 cm. I am grateful 

to Susan Foister and Larry Keith for enabling me to view the panel during restoration 1993-4; fig. 
8 shows the panel after restoration. Part of funereal monument (from above the altar) to Doge Marco 
(d. 1486) and his brother Doge Agostino Barbarigo (d. 1501), now in the Giorgio Franchetti Gallery, 
Ca' d'Oro; F. Valconover, Ca d'Oro (Milan, 1986), 36 for uncertain attribution: possibly Tullio and 
Antonio Lombardi, or  their school. Agostino showed particular devotion to the Virgin Mary. 
'' M. L. King, Venelian Humanism in an Age of Patrician Dominance (Princeton, NJ., 1986), 31-7, 

'Humanism and piety'; Chavasse, Essay Review of King, B S Renazss Stud, 5, no. 2 (1988), 21-6. 
" Palladius Dominicus Soranus, Epigrammata (Venice, 1498), BL IA.24557. 
'' Sabellicus, Epzstolue (1502), fol. 9' to Foresti: 'Scripsi ad quinque milia carminum, sub praecep- 

toribus, quae omnia adultus abolevi, praeter pauca, quae ex illis non omnino displicuere.' 

http:845.e.30
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Marino Sanudo valued Sorano's poetry enough to copy out his verse himself; 
it often had an apocalyptic appeal in the crisis years of the early sixteenth 
century." Sabellico did us a great service in his fifth elegy in celebration 
of the Virgin's birth, by paying tribute to a host of fifteenth-century Italian 
humanists whom he associated with the celebration of the Virgin."' 

VERNACULAR EXPRESSION 

The humanist Latin approach to Christian devotion might be considered 
the equivalent of the didactic image, whereas the vernacular expression could 
be equated with a miraculous image for use in intercession and veneration. 
The cult of the Madonna at Loreto was based on a miracle rather more fan- 
tastic than many of the everyday stories retold in edition after edition o f  
Miraroli dellu Verp'r~e Maria. Insecurity in the face of the Turkish threat had 
catapulted the miracle of the Marian shrine in the Mar-che into prominence 
in the 1470s. Humanists from the Marche, such as L,udovico Lazarelli, work- 
ing in Rome, told the story in verse, and Bonfini in a history of Recanati 
where he was teaching." Baptista Manutanus referred to it in his Hymns to 
the Vzrpr~.~' The image of the angelic transportation was emblematic for the 
miraculous. Editions of Miraroli published in 1490 and 1496 by different 
printers in Brescia used the Holy House of Loreto as a frontispiece, not 
because one of the stories in the collection told of the miracle of Loreto, 
but because the Virgin's house at Loreto was synonymous with the miraculous 
(fig. ll)."' In contrast Benali's 1491 Miraroli was prefaced by the biblical 

'q Marciana MS Lac. X11, 211 ( =  4179). 101s. 114, 200 in Sanutlo's hand, otI1e1- Sorano \crsc irr  
dittcrcrrt harrds. 

''l Sabcllicus (1483), Elrgy V, 'DC Natale Divae Virginis ad sui scculi poetaa' , cloaea with I-eicrcrrcc 
to the Assumpton, stressing the ethereal throne; alao the Virgin aa 'creatrix'; C:ha\assc (1986). 2?-4; 
devotiorral poems which aee~ncd out of.character with hur~~ar r i s r~~  ha\c  assurnctl a di1Icrcnt significance 
seen irr the context ot at1-ong Marian devotion, Sabell~co's owrr pcrsonal piety and the calamitous 
cvcrlts aroiirrtl him of.'l'urkiah invasion and plague, as well as in the context ot theil- s~ibcsclurnt educa- 
tional role. Sabcllico's rcfkrcnces to conterriporary poets in this elegy underline humanist corllrnit- 
mcnt to Christian devotion and confirm the popularity of. the poetic genre. 

'l I aIn gratcf~t~l to Shayne Mitchell to]- hel- help irr  locating hurnanist rctcrcnccs to the mil-aculous 
trarrsportation 01. the Virgin's housc trom the Holy Land to ltaly and 10s her tr;rnscription ot the 
rclc\,ant lines oTMS Vat. lat. 28.55. Ludovico La~7al-cli. Farti ( , 'hr i~r t~aw rrl~po?~t,r, C. 1478-84 dedicated 
to Sixtus 1V. piiblishe[l by G. Ama[lio, 1.u vzlu P li,lera d i  Antonio Rorfz7~1 ((.M)ntalto Marche, 1930). 
286-7, Ronfini rctcrcnccs 285. 

'' H. Marrtuanus, 'tlyrnn to the Virgirr' (Verricc:,lac-obus d e  I.eucho, 1499). HI. 1A.24530, tol. C l .  
'' Miraroli (Brcscia: Bcrnardino Misinta, 1496). A. M. tlirrd, A n  Introdwtion to n FIzsto?y of 1Voo~11t 

(New York, 1963; 1st edn 1935). rl, 507-8, fig. 271 tor Mirucoli (Brcscia: Battista Parlcngo, 1490). 
Flol-encc, Bibliotcca Na~iorralc Ccrrtralc P.6.3, where the Lorcto illust~-ation is tollowcd by eight lines 
ot vcrsc in which the prirlter c la i r~~s  responsit~ility for authorship as with the Achatc 1475 ctlition, 
n. 22 above and tig. 15; what appeared to Hirrd as a carropy over the Virgin was in Iact the fittecnth- 
ccrrtury intcrpretatiorr 01 the angelic transp<)rtati<)rr 01. the Virgin's housc trorrl the tloly Larltl to 
Italy - the house was reputed to have landed twice before rcachirrg Lorcto; rriarly frcsco cxarrlplcs 
ot the Holy tlousc depicted in this way, sr)lidlv earthbound, with angels claaping toul- columns, exist 
irr  cerrtral Italy, especially o n  ancl neal- the pilgri~n routea to 1.01-eto Irorrl Korrie. l iepolo'a I-endel-ing 
ot the sul~jcct 10s the ceilirrg oTthe church ot the Sca l~ i  in 1743 (Vcnicc, Accatlcrriia no. 292) ga\e 
a better itlea ot the orthotlox ail-1101-n intel-pretation, with no I-oom tor the suggestion mootctl irr  
the aixtccrrth ccntury, that the housc had bccrr transported by sailol-S. 
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miracle, Christ raising Lazarus from the dead, although, again, the text has 
no reference to any New Testament miracle (fig. 12).j4 It is as if this one 
biblical reference (John 11.1-46), together with the miracle or  mystery of 
the Annuciation to the Virgin (fig. 3), justified the following sixty-two 
miraculous accounts. The Miracoli were manuals of intercession, praying 
made palatable for lay people. Many of the stories were in circulation 
throughout Europe, largely from French manuscript sources, but others had 
specific Italian settings." 
- There can have been little unease with the miraculous where the image 

of the Virgin was transferred from the spiritual to the real (fig. 13). The 
fifteenth-century philosophical concept of beauty in conflict with evil or the 
devil was illustrated in the story of the painting of the Virgin's portrait, and 
in its basic illustratioll in a Venetian edition of Miracoli of 1505.j6 It had 
become increasingly apparent that St Luke could not have painted all im- 
ages of the Madonna, known to have miraculous status, so the story recog- 
nized the miraculously creative power of the artist: when he was challenged 
by the devil, 'Why do  you make her so beautiful and me so ugly?', the artist 
replied, 'Because she is the most beautiful and the most precious Madonna 
who was ever in heaven or earth, whereas you are the most ugly and vile 
beast. .  .' The devil then made to push the painter off his scaffold into an 
abyss, whereupon the image of Our Lady, which he had painted, stepped 
forward and held out her hand, saving him from falling. 

What of the books themselves? The Miracoli must have been read so avidly 
that they now exist often in single copies. There was not the expected distinc- 
tion of type between classical editions and books for a wider audience. Ver- 
nacular religious books were produced in quarto editions, most often in clear 
roman types, with broad margins. The earliest was printed in 1475 in Vicenza 
by Leonardo d'Achate from Basle, who had already printed Virgil, and later 
corresponded with the humanist, Sorano. Leonardo claimed, in the colophon, 
that he was the 'master of these sweet songs . . .', an authorship also claimed 
by other Miracoli publishers. The British Library copy may have survived 
in good hands; the hand rubrication gave it status, and it has escaped the 
wear and tear of everyday use (figs. 14 and 15). The only other copy survives 
in the Querini Stampalia and had more everday handling; the vellum sheets 
binding that copy bear some manuscript clues to  its 1493 ownership, a poor 
signature with two hearts pierced by an arrow." The 1480s, 1490s and early 
1500s saw the peak output of this popular vernacular genre: there were three 
editions published in Venice in the 1480s, five editions there in the 1490s, 
eight editions in the Terraferma (three in Vicenza, three in Treviso, two 

'' Mzracoli (Venice, 1491) following title-page with 'Annunciation', n. 9 abo\e .  
" I have used Jean Mielot, ~Viracles de "Vostre Dame, c. 1456, Oxford, Bodleian Library, MS Douce 

374, facsimile edition (Westminster, 1885); Chavasse (1996) for Italian settings. 
'"l~iracoli (Venice: B. Zanni, 1505); a slightly more  sophisticated M-oodcut illustrated the same 

stoyy, cap. X, in Miracoli (Florence: Bartolomeo de'  Libri, 1500), Florence Bibl. Naz. L 7.46. 
" BL IA.31707; \'enice. Biblioteca Querini Stampalia Inc. 66 - note \'enetian spelling. Miracoli 

(Vicenza: Giovanni da Reno, 1476), Stoneyhurst College BV V111 10, appears to be a reprint of Vicenza, 
1475, apart from a different printer's name inserted in an  identical colophon. Earl) ownership of 
this copy is recorded on  the first leaf, and  is of interest for the present discussion: the  first owner 
in 1479 was \'icror, a (>amaldolesian monk of Murano. A further manuscript note is evidence of the 
later shared ownership of a popular book: 'Est mei A.F. et amicorum'.  I a m  grateful to the  Rev. 
F. J. Turner,  S , . ,  Librarian of Ston)hurst College for enabling me to  consult this copy. 
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in Brescia). There had been eight editions, all but one printed in northern 
Italy, before there was a Florentine edition in 1480. Florence continued with 
two in 1495, one in 1500, but never approached the Venetian pr~duct ion. '~  
Larger firms with an eye on the market entered this field; they were publishers 
known for their classical and humanist imprints. Six of Sabellico's printers 
(he used a great many) also printed Latin and vernacular devotional works 
as well as humanist o r  classical: Antonio de  Avinione, Berdardino Vitali, 
Albertino de Lisona, Giovanni Pentio de  Leuco, Giovanni Tacuino de  Tridino 
and Giovanni Rosso; so did Lazzaro Suardi, Bernardo Benali and other 
publishers of Miracoli. In no way can authors, editors, printers and publishers 
have been unaware of the full range of publications. The length of the work, 
rather than its contents, seems to have been a guide to publication; short 
works could be fitted into programmes. Religious books were often illustrated 
from the 1490s." Printers and publishers in Venice in the busy 1490s 
and 1500s would seem to have been the great levellers. Did they reflect or 
dictate society's choice of reading and language? Sabellico, like Erasmus, 
insisted that his culture was a Latin culture.""ther intellectuals, like 
Cornazzano and Sanudo, wrote in both languages. The petition to the Senate 
to translate Sabellico's Rerum Venetarum into the vernacular in early 1505, 
to make it more available to those, such as merchants, who did not read Latin, 
was indicative of the changes around the turn of the ~ e n t u r y . ~ '  

Personal devotion may not have been deeper in Venice than in other cities; 
the same characteristics of Latin and vernacular lay piety were undoubtedly 
demonstrated elsewhere. But Venice, as a cultural centre where artistic, 
literary and publishing activities came together on such a scale, presents the 
opportunity to view a wide spectrum of society's devotion through both word 
and image. It demonstrates that the Virgin Mary and the saints were more 
approachable than Christ; Erasmus' comment in Praise of Folly that 'ignorant 
man comes near to attributing more to her [Mary] than to her Son' rang 
true." Faith and hope in the miraculous were alive; the escalation of devo- 
tion to Mary in fifteenth-century Europe was a reality, not a fiction created 
by later historians of the pre-Reformation Church following a Protestant1 
Erasmian model. Lay piety and devotion went beyond rather than against 
the teaching of Rome. Vernacular religious literature was not subject to 
privilege legislation in Venice. It was, therefore, impossible to control the 
language, form and symbolism of such a vast output. Intellectuals seemed 
unquestioning, yet they were aware of the educational value of their own 

'* Note 2 above; also A. ,J. Schutte, Printed Italian Vernacular Religzous Bookr, 1455-1550 (Geneva, 
1983), 262-5; Indice generale incunabolz delle biblzoteche d'ltalia (IGl), vol. IV (Rome, 196.5). 86-9. 
'' 1(;1 notes illustrated incunabula. 

Sabellico's autograph will, ASV, Lodovico Talenti, 11 Testamenti, 956 no. ,517: 'Cognosco, et 
indico seria stata cosa piu conveniente alla mia proffesione haver notato questo ~ n i o  testamento in 
latino che in lengua vernacula . . .' 

" ASV Notatorio del Collegio R.16, 1499-1507, fol. 1341136', 22 Nov. 1504, fol. 1391141', 14 Feb. 
150415. 
" Erasmus, Praise of Folly, trans. B. Radice (London, 1971). 128-9. 
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publications. This was the devotional context in which Contarini, a student 
of Sabellico, and his patrician friends, Giustiniani and Querini, were brought 
up. The Consilium de emendanda ecclesia of 1537 which bore the imprint of 
Contarini's mind, attacked public schools in Italy which allowed ungodly, 
philosophical debate to take place in chur~hes .~ '  At the turn of the century, 
humanists such as Sabellico and Sorano had held their classes in church 
buildings.64 By the mid-sixteenth century Sorano's Orations on the Assumption 
could not have been delivered. In 1499 and 1501 they epitomized the inter- 
play of Latin or learned lay devotion and popular devotion to the Blessed 
Virgin Mary on the feast of her Assumption. 

Sabellico made provision in his will of 1505 for his burial in the monastic 
church of S. Maria delle Grazie in the lagoon, where his son Mario had, that 
year, been buried. Further he added a codicil to his will to the effect that 
the 'ancona' of the Madonna from his bedroom, the Virgin of the Assumption, 
should go to the church of Santa Maria delle Grazie in his birth place 
Vicovaro, near Rome, and should that cease to be consecrated for religious 
devotion, as has been the case, it should be transferred to San P i e t r ~ . ~ ~  This 
panel of the Madonna (fig. 16) was carried in procession on the feast of the 
Assumption until after the Second World War, and a strong Sabellico lobby 
in this small town would like to see the combined commemoration of the 
Mother of Christ and of their greatest son take place again.66 

St Hilda's College, Oxford, 1992-367 

'' Ed. and trans. by Elizabeth Gleason, Reform Thought in Sixteenth.Century Italy (Ann Arbor, Mich., 
1981), ch. 61111, 95-6; the text contains a warning about 'the printing of books' and advice that, as 
with the public schools, the bishops should supervise; the same section ends with the advice that 'the 
Colloquies of Erasmus.. . and other books of their kind' should be banned in schools. 
'' Sabellico taught in the church of San Silvestro, Sorano in the Crociferi. 
'' Codicil to will dated 'pridie calendas Martias' 1505, n. 60. 
6b My tentative identification of the Vicovaro panel of a primitive Madonna of the Assumption 

with Sabellico's bequest has led to its acceptance by local historians, although, because the panel 
has been damaged and over painted, I believe it must remain conjecture. I should like to acknowledge, 
with appreciation, many useful discussions with Giuseppe Pomponi and information shared, and 
the welcome and hospitality he, his family and the Comune of Vicovaro have given me. 

h7 I record with appreciation that the research for this paper was completed while I held the 
A.S.M. Research Studentship at St Hilda's College, Oxford. 
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LI MIRACOLI DELLA MADONNA. 

Fig. 3 Miracoli: Annunciation, B. Benali and  M. Codeca, 1491, BL IA.22345. By permission of the  
British Library. 

Fig. 4 ~Vzracolz: annunciation, G. Rusconi, 1502 
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Fig. 6 Bartolon~~,, Y ~ ~ ~ i n i ,  S. Maria Formosa triptych: left panel (l04 X L, L.,,,,J,aLhim and Anna 
meet I of Osvaldt tore, Venice. ing at the ( ' permissior tografo Edi 

-- 

Fig. 7 Graduale: Meeting at the Golden Gate, Joannes Emericus de Spira, for L. A. Giunta, 1499-1.500, 
fol. ' ccxx 
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Fig. 13 Miracoli: The painter and the devil, B. Zanni, 1505 

Fig. 16 Venetian school, Madonno of the Assumption, S. Pietro, Vicovaro, Lazio. Photographed by 
Massimo Pomponi. 




